There is observational evidence that the X-ray continuum source that creates the broad fluorescent emission lines in some Seyfert Galaxies may be compact and located at a few gravitational radii above the black hole. We consider the possibility that this compact source may be powered by small scale flux tubes near the black hole that are attached to the orbiting accretion disk. As a first step, this paper investigates the salient features of black hole magnetospheres that contain small scale, disk-hole linking "closed" flux tubes, using the force-free approximation in an axisymmetric setting. We find that the extent of the closed zone is a result of the balance between the black hole spin induced twist in the closed zone and the confinement pressure of the external (open) field of the disk. The maximal extent of the closed zone, for a typical external confinement, is usually a few gravitational radii. The pressure competition between the closed zone and the external confinement could in principle lead to interesting dynamics and dissipation relevant for the compact X-ray corona.
INTRODUCTION
Many Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) and X-ray binaries with stellar mass black holes show prominent, highly variable Xray emission (e.g., Elvis et al. 1994; Grupe et al. 2010; Remillard & McClintock 2006) . This is usually believed to come from a hot "corona" around the accretion disk, but the mechanism for the formation and heating of the corona remains a mystery. Recently, significant progress has been made in understanding the geometric properties of coronae in Seyfert Galaxies, especially the "bare" ones that have little absorption along the line of sight to the nucleus. These Seyferts are typically spiral galaxies, with a central supermassive black hole of mass 10 6 −10 7 M . The total luminosity of the nucleus is in the range ∼ 0.03 − 1 L Edd , and the X-ray luminosity can be comparable to the optical/UV luminosity. They are radio quiet without strong jets, and as the luminosity is in the intermediate range, it is inferred that the accreted material forms a thin disk. The X-ray emission has two components: one is the hard X-ray power law continuum coming directly from the corona, due to energetic electrons in the corona upscattering disk thermal photons (mostly optical/UV) into the X-ray band; the other is the reflected (reprocessed) component, when the optically thick disk is irradiated by the X-ray continuum and produces fluorescent emission, as well Lyman Spitzer, Jr. Postdoctoral Fellow. † E-mail: yajiey@astro.princeton.edu (YY) as backscattering and secondary radiation (Ross & Fabian 2005) .
Several pieces of evidence have suggested that the Xray corona is compact and located relatively close to the black hole, seemingly consistent with the so-called "lamppost" geometry often invoked in simplified modeling. Firstly, X-ray reverberation has been measured for dozens of sources, where it is possible to detect the time lags of the components in reflected spectrum as they respond to the change of the direct continuum emission (e.g., Uttley et al. 2014; Kara et al. 2016) . Interpreting the time lag as due to the difference in light travel paths, it turns out that the irradiating source-the corona-is located within ∼ 10 gravitational radii (r g ≡ GM/c 2 ) above the black hole. In addition, it has been shown that modeling the emissivity profile (rest frame emissivity as a function of the disk radius) of the prominent lines can give some constraints on the radial and vertical extent of the corona (Wilkins & Fabian 2011) . For example, Wilkins & Gallo (2015) found that during the high flux epoch of the narrow line Seyfert 1 galaxy Markarian 335, the corona has expanded, covering the inner region of the disk out to a radius of 26 +10 −7 r g ; while in the intermediate and low flux epochs, the corona contracts to within ∼ 12r g and ∼ 5r g , respectively. Most interestingly, an X-ray flare was caught during the low flux epoch. The emissivity profile modeling suggests that, during the flare, the corona became collimated and extended vertically as if a jet launching event was aborted. After the flare, the corona had reconfigured into a much more compact form, within just 2 − 3 r g of the black hole. Such a dynamic sequence is quite suggestive as to what is powering the X-ray source. Last but not least, microlensing measurements of a few quasars also favor a compact X-ray corona located at a few gravitational radii above the black hole (e.g., Morgan et al. 2008; Chartas et al. 2009; Mosquera et al. 2013; Reis & Miller 2013) .
The formation and dynamics of the compact X-ray corona may be closely related to the physics underlying the dichotomy of radio loud and radio quiet AGN. GRMHD simulations have shown that in order to form powerful jets, the following conditions need to be satisfied (McKinney & Blandford 2009 ): (1) a black hole with high spin; (2) a large-scale, coherent, dipole-type magnetic field threading the black hole and the disk; (3) good collimation, e.g. a thick accretion disk. Since the spin of black holes in some of the Seyferts have been measured to reach very high values (though there are caveats regarding the assumptions made in modeling), spin alone may not be the most decisive factor. Regarding the collimation, even with a thin disk it is still possible to have collimation from the disk wind (e.g. Avara et al. 2016 , show that a thin disk, when threaded by large scale ordered field, can also become magnetically arrested and form a weak jet). So in the following we will focus on the magnetic field configuration near the black hole.
In particular, we consider the possibility that the field on the disk may be quite inhomogeneous, with small scale flux tubes emerging from the disk as well as patches of open flux bundles of different polarities and different coherent length scales (e.g. Blandford 2002) . Depending on the orientation of the field lines, they may or may not have much mass loading from the disk ( §2). Due to the continuous shear, the closed flux tubes connecting different radii of the disk may eventually be opened up, leading to current sheet formation and some dissipation due to reconnection. The region near the black hole is of particular interest as the flux tubes would be able to wrap around the axis-the way they tangle up and untangle may involve continuous reconnection that can dissipate a significant fraction of the Poynting flux flowing along the flux tubes. Also, in this region the flux tubes can be connected to the black hole and extract the rotational energy of the hole, which may be able to power the X-ray source.
In what follows, we first write down a general formalism to describe the mass loading on the field lines from a thin accretion disk due to centrifugal and gravitational effects ( §2). We then use simple force-free models to illustrate some salient features of black hole magnetospheres with small scale flux tubes ( §3 and §4). This class of toy models have flux bundles linking the black hole and the disk, resembling those studied by Uzdensky (2005) ; Parfrey et al. (2015) . The goal is to demonstrate the equilibrium condition for such a flux bundle based on its interaction with surrounding fields, in an axisymmetric setting. The rotating black hole can be regarded as a battery and the force-free magnetosphere a circuit driven by the EMF. While large scale, ordered fields are more likely to be connected to the formation of jets and outflows whereby the load of the circuit is located at very large distances, the small scale flux tubes linking the hole and the disk could have load much closer in, e.g. on the disk or at a dissipation site above the disk where reconnection takes place. We discuss the implications of these solutions in §5 and conclusions in §6.
MASS LOADING OF THE FIELD LINES
In a highly magnetized plasma, the motion of charged particles is confined to the field lines. A good analogy here is to imagine the magnetic field lines as wires and the particles as beads moving freely along the wires. Blandford & Payne (1982) showed that for field lines emanating from a thin disk around a massive object with Newtonian gravitational potential, if the poloidal component of the magnetic field makes an angle < 60 • with respect to the outward radius of the disk surface, the matter on the disk surface will be flung outwards. In the corotating frame, this region has a centrifugal force larger than the gravitational force. Meanwhile, another unstable region exists: when the poloidal component of the field makes an angle < 60 • with respect to the inward radius of the disk surface, matter will slide inwards. In this region, the gravitational force wins over the centrifugal force. In general, field lines lying in these two regions will naturally have mass loading from the disk, even if the gas is cold. Note that the conclusion does not depend on the toroidal component of the magnetic field.
The same analysis can be generalized to the spacetime around a Kerr black hole. Imagine a wire/field line anchored on a disk, the foot point orbiting with the same angular velocity Ω as the disk material there. Now if we make the following transformation of variables to switch to the corotating point of view (in what follows, variables with bars are represented using corotating coordinates, while those without bars are in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates)
the wire/magnetic field line will appear stationary. Parametrize the curve as¯ µ (s), where s measures the distance along the curve, and¯ 0 (s) = 0. The 4-velocity of a particle moving along the wire can then be written as
So the Lagrangian of the particle can be obtained as
We note that under the transformation of Equation (1), the metric tensor becomes
g becomes singular on the light surface whereḡ tt = g tt + 2Ωg tφ + Ω 2 g φφ = 0. Nevertheless this is only a problem with the pathological coordinate choice; the particle motion remains fully physical. Back to Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, and noticingb
The generalized momenta are
And the Hamiltonian can be written as
where K = g tt +2Ωg tφ +Ω 2 g φφ and D = (g 0φ +g φφ Ω)b φ . Since H does not depend explicitly on t, π t is conserved. We can regard π t =ū 0 = u 0 + Ωu φ as the "energy" in the corotating frame (see also Gralla & Jacobson 2014 , for a discussion of conserved quantities for a particle moving on the field sheet).
Meanwhile, H itself is conserved,
Now in the region where a physical corotating frame exists,
, so we can regard the first term in the above expression as the effective kinetic energy and the second term as the effective potential energy:
The light surfaces where K = 0 mark a transition in the characteristics of the motion of the particle: outside the outer light surface, particles moving both ways along the wire/magnetic field appear to be moving outward and cannot return to the inner region; similarly, inside the inner light surface, particles moving both ways along the wire/magnetic field appear to be moving inward and cannot escape to the outer region. In Figures 1, 2 and 3 we show examples of contour plots of the function K = π 2 t /(2V eff ) = g tt + 2Ωg tφ + Ω 2 g φφ . It can be seen that if the wire/field line lies in the yellow regions either to the left of the leftmost thick separating contour or to the right of the rightmost thick separating contour, the effective potential decreases along the field line, so the matter will have a tendency to move away from the disk. For the field lines lying in the blue region in between the thick separating contours, the effective potential increases along the field line and the matter tends to stay at the foot point of the field line. If we expand the potential near the foot point (r = r d , θ = π/2), noticing that the angular velocity is So the bead is unstable if
When cially when a approaches unity, in agreement with Lyutikov (2009) .
The applicability of the effective potential is not limited to field lines that emanate from the disk; it can be used anywhere the angular velocity of the field line is known, e.g., field lines threading the black hole event horizon. In a more self-consistent MHD formalism, Takahashi et al. (1990) found that a 1D cold flow on a flux tube connecting the event horizon and infinity possesses a stagnation point where matter has to be injected; if the injected material has zero poloidal velocity to start with, the injection point coincides exactly with the maximum of the effective potential V eff along the field line. After all, the simple model of beads on a wire describes correctly the behavior of particles along the field line when the shape of the field line is fixed.
A FEW EXAMPLES OF FORCE-FREE SOLUTIONS
In the following we look at a particular class of magnetospheric configurations where all the field lines that go through the black hole event horizon connect to the disk. For simplicity we consider the force-free limit, which should be a good approximation if the mass loading on the field lines is small such that the magnetization parameter σ ≡ B 2 /(4πnmc 2 ) is sufficiently large. Some of these have been investigated by Uzdensky (2005) . Here, we are going to look into the detailed properties, including mass loading on the field lines, emissivity profile of the disk, as well as their dependence on the disk magnetic flux distribution and black hole spin (especially at high spins). We will then discuss possible dissipation of the magnetic energy around the separatrix point in 3D settings.
Basic properties
As our first example, we consider a thin disk orbiting at prograde Keplerian angular velocity ω = (a + r 3/2 / √ M) −1 , up to the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO). The field lines are anchored on the disk and rotate with the same angular velocity as their foot point. We assume that field lines emanating from r < r 0 on the disk connect to the black hole (closed zone), while those emerging from r > r 0 open to infinity (open zone). Here r 0 is a free parameter in our initial condition; our numerical solver will determine whether such an initial condition leads to a final steady state. The field line that has its foot point exactly at r 0 is special: it connects to the polar axis at a point where B = 0-the null point, so has the same flux function value ψ as the axis. It is a separatrix: separating the closed zone and the open zone. As boundary conditions, we set ψ to be zero on the pole (θ = 0); on the disk it is fixed to be ψ (r, θ = π/2) = f (r) = r ISCO /r 0 − r ISCO /r for r > r ISCO so the separatrix has ψ = 0 as well. The boundary condition on the equatorial plane inside the ISCO ("plunging region", θ = π/2, r < r ISCO ) is set to be a constant: ψ = f (r ISCO ), namely, the magnetic field lies along the equatorial plane in the plunging region. Our setup is essentially the same as Uzdensky (2005) , except that instead of treating open field lines as potential field with zero angular velocity in Uzdensky (2005) , we allow all field lines to be orbiting with Keplerian angular velocity of their foot points, namely, the whole region outside the disk is forcefree. The solution is obtained using a relaxation procedure as described in Appendix A. Figure 6 shows the axisymmetric, steady state solution for the case a = 0.5 and the last closed field line located at r 0 = 2r ISCO . The poloidal current I within the flux surface, or, equivalently, the quantity B T ≡ the toroidal magnetic field, as a function of ψ, determined self-consistently from Figure 6 . We assume the poloidal magnetic field is pointing away from the disk in both the closed field line region and open field line region. The enclosed poloidal current I is measured from the pole. The separatrix (last closed field line) corresponds to ψ = 0; ψ decreases toward −0.5 as the field line foot point gets close to the ISCO, and ψ increases toward 0.5 as the foot point approaches very large radius on the disk.
the smoothness condition at the light surfaces, is shown in Figure 7 . On the separatrix surface (last closed flux surface), the toroidal field is zero, and there is no surface current separating the closed zone and the open field zone.
A few interesting features are worth noting here. Firstly, the steady state force-free equation does not constrain the sign of the current/toroidal field, so some care is needed to choose the physical solution. Suppose the poloidal magnetic field is directed away from the disk for both the open field lines and the closed field lines. In the open field line region, the magnetic field lines follow the disk rotation, and are swept back around and beyond the light surface. So the toroidal magnetic field is negative as required by causality. Here the poloidal current density flows into the disk around the pole but a volumetric return current (leaving the disk) exists at larger θ. In the closed field line region, since the black hole event horizon angular velocity Ω H is larger than the disk angular velocity everywhere, and the magnetic field lines are dragged into rotation by the ergosphere, we should expect the field lines to be lagging with respect to the black hole rotation, namely, the toroidal field B T should be positive for the field lines that go into the black hole. This would mean that the field lines are leading at the disk surface, but it does not violate causality since there is Alfvén wave communication between the disk and the ergosphere-the inner light surface lies well within the ergosphere. From figure 7 we can see that the current leaves the black hole near the pole; some return current enters the hole near the equator and there is a return current sheet on the equatorial plane between the event horizon and the ISCO.
To look at possible mass loading on the field lines, we plot the locations of the extrema of the effective potential V eff along field lines. These are shown by the red lines in Figures  6 and 9(a) . Only field lines that lie completely inside the inner red line or outside the outer red line can naturally have mass loading on them from a cold disk. For these regions, a RMHD approach may be needed to determine the flow more self-consistently. On field lines where mass loading is unlikely, there can be other ways to populate the region with sufficient charge carriers, e.g. by a pair cascade near the black hole (Blandford & Znajek 1977) or by external gamma ray pair production (e.g., Phinney 1983).
Dependence on the disk magnetic flux distribution
Firstly, we notice that the extent of the closed zone and the tendency of mass loading on these field lines clearly depend on the pressure from the open field zone. To illustrate this, we consider another two types of flux distribution on the disk. One has ψ (r, θ = π/2) = f (r) = (r − r 0 ) /r ISCO for r ≥ r ISCO ; this corresponds to asymptotically paraboloidal field. The other has ψ (r, θ = π/2) = f (r) = r 2 − r 2 0 /r 2 ISCO for r ≥ r ISCO , representing asymptotically uniform vertical field. All three cases of ψ as a function of disk radius are shown in Figure 8 . When getting the force-free solutions for the latter two cases, we find that the outer light surface typically lies at very large distances (or does not exist) and poses numerical difficulties. As an expedient measure, we set the angular velocity of the open field lines to be zero, namely, again treat them as potential field for these cases. Figure 9 shows the final steady state solution for three examples where the black hole spins are all a = 0.5 and the last closed field line connects to the disk at r 0 = 2r ISCO , while the flux distributions on the disk correspond to the three different cases shown in Figure 8 . It indeed shows that increasing the magnetic pressure from the open field lines can push down on the closed zone, leading to a smaller closed zone and more mass loading on the closed field lines.
Dependence on black hole spin
Another important point, as already discussed by Uzdensky (2005) , is that the black hole spin limits the radial extent of the force-free link on the disk surface. As the field lines rotate with the disk angular velocity, which is different from the angular velocity of the black hole event horizon, these field lines have to develop a toroidal component, in order for the field lines to slip across the event horizon. When the field lines from the polar region of the black hole connects to a very large radius on the disk, the black hole spin may induce a toroidal field with larger pressure than can be confined by the tension of the poloidal field, so a force-free equilibrium no longer exists.
Our results are consistent with this. Figure 10 shows an example where the black hole spin is a = 0.9 and the magnetic field is asymptotically paraboloidal. We try to initialize our relaxation procedure with the separatrix field line connecting to the disk at different r 0 , and see if a steady state solution can be obtained. It turns out that for r 0 ≤ 3r ISCO , a final steady state exists, and the height of the null point increases with r 0 , see Figure 10 (a)(b) and Figure 11 (b) . But when r 0 = 4r ISCO , we can no longer get a steady solution: during the relaxation the disk-hole link tends to open up and eject plasmoids, causing the procedure to break down (Figure 10c ). We find similar trend when a = 0.5 and a = 0.99 (with the same asymptotically paraboloidal open flux): the closed zone can extend to r 0 = 3r ISCO but no longer exists when r 0 = 4r ISCO . Figure 11 shows the three cases with different black hole spin but the same r 0 = 3r ISCO . In general, for higher black hole spins, the maximum extent of the closed zone gets smaller, both radially on the disk surface and vertically on the polar axis.
There is a fundamental reason behind this. In order to establish a closed zone with field lines leading at the disk, the flow along the field lines has to be subsonic (sub-Alfvénic in the force-free limit) such that characteristic information can travel along the field lines. When a section of a sheared field line gets farther and farther away from the disk, it becomes harder and harder for the information to propagate back and forth along the field line within the shearing time scale. When the communication cannot be maintained any more, the field line breaks and gets swept back at the disk.
To quantify the maximum extent of the closed zone, for a given flux distribution on the disk and a given black hole spin, we try to increase the separatrix location r 0 until a steady state solution no longer exists. The maximum height of the null point can then be recorded. Figure 12 shows the results. We can see that for a given flux distribution, there is a robust trend that the maximum height of the null point decreases with the black hole spin. Increasing the pressure from the open field lines can allow the closed zone to extend to larger height, as demonstrated by a comparison among different flux distributions. These results suggest that the extent of the closed zone is a consequence of the combined effects of the black hole spin that twist up the fields and the tension/pressure from both the poloidal field inside the closed zone and the open field lines.
FEEDBACK ON DISK MOTION AND EMISSIVITY PROFILE
The field lines connecting the black hole and the disk allow angular momentum and energy transfer between the hole and the disk. In the following we look at its influence on the disk motion and emissivity profile.
Energy and angular momentum flux from the black hole to the disk
Using Killing vectors χ = ∂/∂t and η = ∂/∂φ, we can get the energy flux
and the angular momentum flux L µ = η ν T µν = T µ φ , where T is the stress-energy tensor. The poloidal components of these fluxes are the following (e.g., Blandford & Znajek 1977 ):
So the amount of energy and angular momentum flux transported per unit magnetic flux is (counting both sides of the disk)
Since we know the flux distribution on the disk, we can obtain the energy and angular momentum flux transported per unit radius on the disk surface (Uzdensky 2005)
Noticing that at the black hole event horizon, using the Znajek boundary condition we can write
so E r > 0 if 0 < ω < Ω H , and E r < 0 if ω > Ω H . This means that if the black hole angular velocity is larger than that of the disk, the magnetic link is going to transport energy and angular momentum from the black hole to the disk; if the angular velocity of the black hole is less than that of the disk, energy and angular momentum goes from the disk to the black hole. When a > 0.3594, Ω H becomes larger than the disk angular velocity everywhere (r ≥ r ISCO ), so energy and angular momentum only go from the black hole to the disk. When a < 0.3594, there is a radius r co on the disk where the disk angular velocity equals to Ω H ; the magnetic link connecting to the disk within r co will transfer energy and angular momentum from the disk to the hole, while those outside r co have the fluxes reversed (e.g., Uzdensky 2005). Figure 13 shows the comparison among three cases where both the black hole spin and the separatrix foot point are kept the same while only the flux distribution on the disk changes. We can see that when the closed zone is pushed down by the external pressure, the total amount of energy/angular momentum flux transported to the disk (integrated over ψ) slightly increases. Figure 14 shows the comparison among three cases where both the black hole spin and the asymptotic magnetic field are kept the same while only the location of the separatrix foot point on the disk r 0 changes. It can be seen that although the total energy flux transported to the disk slightly decreases as r 0 increases, the total angular momentum flux increases. Figure 15 shows the comparison among five cases where both the asymptotic magnetic field and the location of the separatrix foot point on the disk in terms of r ISCOr 0 /r ISCO -are kept the same while only the black hole spin changes. We can see that the total energy transported to the disk increases with the black hole spin a; the total angular momentum flux first increases with a, then decreases at very large spins. To see this more clearly, we plot the total energy and angular momentum flux carried by the magnetic links (integrated over ψ) as a function of a in Figure 16 . At relatively small spins, the angular momentum flux is almost linear in a, but for very large spins, it deviates from the trend and appears smaller.
As an order of magnitude estimation, suppose the magnetic flux threading the black hole event horizon is Φ, then the available voltage is V ∼ ωΦ ∼ 1 Φac/r g . Measuring B in terms of the characteristic field B Edd ≡ √ 8πp Edd = 2L Edd /3cr 2 g = m p c 2 /r 2 e r g = 3.6 × 10 5 M −1/2 6 G (Phinney 1983), we get V ∼ 1.6 × 10 19 1 a(B/B Edd )M 6 V. So the power output from the black hole is P ∼ V 2 /Z 0 ∼ 2 Φ 2 a 2 c 2 /(r 2 g Z 0 ) ∼ 6.8 × 10 42 2 a 2 (B/B Edd ) 2 M 2 6 erg s −1 , and the angular momentum flux is τ ∼ P/ω ∼ 3 Φ 2 ac/(r g Z 0 ), where r g = GM/c 2 is the gravitational radius, Z 0 = µ 0 c = 377Ω is the impedance of the vacuum (in SI units), and from our numerical results 2 ∼ 10 −2 , 3 ∼ 10 −1 .
Another point we would like to mention is that here we only consider Poynting flux. In reality, if the mass loading on the field line is significant, e.g., σ < 1, then the total energy and/or angular momentum flux could be going in the opposite direction, namely, from the disk to the black hole, even if 0 < ω < ω H (e.g. Globus & Levinson 2013) .
Thermal emissivity profile of the disk-a simplistic approach
If the energy flux transported by the magnetic link is dissipated at the disk into heat, it will change the thermal emissivity profile of the disk. Let us first adopt the simplest treatment: the Poynting flux extracted from the black hole is fully deposited on the disk, without loss on the way; and we follow Li (2002) , by assuming that the disk is quasi-steady and thin, orbiting on nearly geodesic, circular orbits, and the angular momentum of the accreting matter, plus that injected by the magnetic link, is transported outward through viscous stress in the disk. Under these conditions, one can use the radial conservation laws to obtain the viscous stress and radiative flux as functions of radius r, while all the complexities involving physics of viscosity and radiation are left untouched in the vertical structure of the disk. In the steady state, the mass accretion rate M is a constant. The radial equation for the angular momentum conservation can be written as
where
is the angular momentum of unit mass moving on direct, circular geodesic orbit; G represents the viscous torque; F is the energy flux radiated away from the surface of the disk, measured in the local rest frame of the disk material; L H is the angular momentum flux injected by the magnetic link: equation is
is the energy per unit mass moving on direct, circular geodesic orbit, ω = (a + r 3/2 /M 1/2 ) −1 is the angular velocity of the disk matter, and E H is the energy flux injected by the magnetic link, E H = d 2 E/dt dr in Equation (17). Noticing that ε ,r − ω ,r = 0 and E H = ωL H , we can combine the two equations and obtain
and we are left with an ordinary differential equation for G (or F).
Here for boundary condition we assume G(r ISCO ) = 0, namely, no viscous stress at the inner boundary of the disk. Then the differential equation can be readily solved numerically, plugging in L H and E H from our Grad-Shafranov solutions.
In Figure 17 we show the emissivity profile of one particular case, where the black hole spin is close to extremal: a = 0.999, and compare it with the standard disk of Novikov & Thorne (1973) . When M = 0, we get nonzero radiation flux: in this case the energy source is the rotational energy of the black hole transported to the disk through the Figure 14 . Energy and angular momentum flux deposited onto the disk by the linking magnetic flux loops, as a function of ψ (d 2 E/dt dψ, left panels) and as a function of the disk radius r (d 2 E/dt dr, right panels), for three different cases where the black hole spin is a = 0.9 and the magnetic flux is asymptotically paraboloidal, while the last closed field line connects to the disk at different radii: blue solid line-r 0 = 1.5r ISCO ; red dashed liner 0 = 2r ISCO ; black dash-dotted line-r 0 = 3r ISCO . The magnetic flux has been normalized so that all three cases have the same amount of flux going through the black hole event horizon. magnetic link, and at large disk radii, the emissivity index α ≡ −d ln F/d ln r approaches 3.5, consistent with the result of Li (2002) . As a comparison, a standard disk of Novikov & Thorne (1973) can only have nonzero radiation when M 0, and the emissivity index approaches 3 at large radii. When the magnetic link coexists with accretion, it turns out that both the viscous torque G and the radiation flux F are enhanced in the region where the disk-hole link is depositing energy and angular momentum, and this enhancement extends to larger radii beyond the separatrix foot point r 0 . The emissivity index α approaches the asymptotic value of 3 similar to a standard disk at large distances from the black hole (Figure 18) .
Note that the thermal emissivity profile we calculated above is different from the reflection fluorescent line emissivity profile discussed by Wilkins & Fabian (2011); Wilkins & Gallo (2015) . It is likely that if the Poynting flux extracted from the black hole has significant dissipation on the axis before it is transported to the disk, we will have a compact emitting source at the dissipation site that irradiates the disk, thus producing a reflection emissivity profile that resembles the models in Wilkins & Fabian (2011) .
DISCUSSION

Stability of the solutions under 2D constraint
We have shown that a steady state solution with disk-hole linking field lines can be obtained using a relaxation method in certain parameter regimes, and there exists a maximum extent of the closed zone, depending on the black hole spin and the flux distribution on the disk. A question that may arise is whether the obtained solutions are stable.
We should consider three approaches. In the first, we suppose that the solution is constrained to remain axisymmetric and only axisymmetric perturbations are considered. Uzdensky et al. (2002) showed that for a given boundary condition, the magnetostatic, non-relativistic force-free equilibrium equation (∇ × B B B) × B B B = 0 can have two branches of solutions: one stable and the other unstable. In that case, the characteristic speed for information propagation is necessarily infinite, so when the actual dynamics is taken into account, some of these solutions turn out to be acausal and dynamically unstable. In our case, the finite characteristic speeds are already included, whose direct consequence is the existence of the light surfaces. In the force-free limit, the Alfvén critical surfaces coincide with the light surfaces and the fast critical surfaces coincide with the event horizon and the infinity 1 . Our solutions have the closed zone within the sub-Alfvénic region (except for the small portion close to the event horizon), so they are physically causal. But the stability may still rely on a time dependent simulation to tell.
In the second approach, we relax the constraint of axisymmetry and allow non-axisymmetric signals to communicate inward and outward. The axisymmetric light surfaces are insufficient to understand the whole problem and stability of a given equilibrium can only be demonstrated through a thorough examination of the fate of all perturbations to an initial value problem. Mathematically, this task is daunting. The pragmatic approach is through non-axisymmetric, time-dependent simulations that start from these equilibria as we shall discuss in a future paper.
The third approach is to also include plasma effects. Initially this can be done in the MHD limit when it is the inertia of the fluid that is of most importance. However, ultimately this is a kinetic problem where highly non-thermal particle distribution functions and coupling of radiation become relevant as dissipative agents.
What we envisage is that, most of the solutions may be stable under axisymmetry constraint, but they may be unstable in 3D, as we discuss below.
3D reconnection at the null point
In the above configurations we considered, the point where the last closed field line encounters the pole is a null point of the magnetic field (B = 0 here). We have seen that for typical black hole spins and typical flux distribution on the disk, the null point is located at a few r g ≡ GM/c 2 above the black hole. Magnetic reconnection can happen at this point, and it is fully 3D, different from the typical 2D X-type reconnection well studied in the literature. In particular, it bears some resemblance to the null point reconnection being investigated in the solar coronal jet context (e.g., Wyper et al. 2018) .
Neglect the effect of accretion at the moment. Imagine there is a non-axisymmetric perturbation such that the closed zone tilts slightly away from the axis, and the null point of the closed zone is displaced from the null point of the open field zone. The null point of the closed zone will then encounter a higher stress region of the external open field and gets pushed inward, while the section of the closed zone that touches the null point of the open zone will push outward. In a word, the stress imbalance facilitates further tilting of the axis of the closed zone, like the tilting of a spheromak in a uniform external field (Rosenbluth & Bussac 1979; Bellan 2000) . But a few processes may keep the tilting instability at some finite amplitude, without running away. Firstly, The open field lines that push down on the null point may encounter the opposite closed field lines from the other side and reconnect with them. This leads to an increase of the closed field on one side and a decrease on the other side, and vice versa for open flux. At the same time, the spin of the black hole will try to straighten up the axis; it may eventually deposit too much stress in the region where an excess of closed field lines exists, leading to some of these field lines open up in a manner like coronal mass ejection. The loose end of the opened up field line on the black hole may eventually reconnect with an opposite open field from the disk to get back to a closed loop. So the closed zone can still maintain its integrity. These processes may shuffle around the open flux on the disk as well as the closed flux but may not be able to change the total amount of closed flux. The dissipated magnetic energy is eventually compensated by the rotational energy of the black hole (and possibly the kinetic energy of the accreted matter, if the mass loading on the field lines is significant). The details of the time-dependent evolution will be studied in a forthcoming publication.
We can make some simple estimation of the energetics based on this scenario. Suppose the region surrounding the separatrix is continuously subject to reconnection, and the reconnection speed is v rec ∼ 0.1c. Then the power dissipated at the separatrix is P diss ∼ B 2 r 2 v rec /8π, where r is the radial location of the separatrix point, typically a few r g . Measuring B in terms of the characteristic field B Edd , we get
To compare with the disk emission, suppose the accretion rate is M and the disk luminosity is on the order of L disk = r Mc 2 , where r ∼ 0.1 is the radiation efficiency. Suppose that the maximum magnetic field is achieved such that near the event horizon, the magnetic pressure equals to the ram pressure of the accreted matter, namely B 2 ∼ Mc 2 /r 2 g , then we get
so the power dissipated due to reconnection near the separatrix could in principle get close to the disk thermal luminosity.
Flux transport on the disk and formation of closed field region
Imagine that the angular momentum in the disk (including the amount injected by the black hole through the linked magnetic field) can be efficiently transported outward by small scale turbulence in the disk, so that the disk material gets efficiently accreted. Then the closed zone as shown above can only exist for a time scale ∼ size of the loop divided by the accretion speed. If the open field line region outside the closed loops is roughly unidirectional, then when the foot points of the closed loops are swallowed by the black hole, we are left with unidirectional field on the black hole and the disk. However, the disk may actually be more turbulent and carry with it different signs of fluxes with variable coherent length scales. In this case, when flux of opposite sign is advected toward the black hole, it will reconnect with that on the hole, and form a closed disk-hole link (Parfrey et al. 2015) . The reconnection process involved is violent, releasing most of the magnetic energy contained in the open magnetic field on the hole-it may be regarded as a big flare. When the closed loops form, they start out with the largest extent, then as the disk foot points get gradually accreted, the extent of the loop decreases, and the null point where 3D reconnection happens also gets closer to the black hole. During the slow shrinking of the closed zone, the dissipation process as discussed in §5.2 continues to operate all the time and heats up the plasma around the null point. This whole cycle happens again and again as different signs of fluxes are advected to the black hole by the disk, and we may expect a highly variable corona region above the black hole most of the time, depending on the coherent length scale of the flux distribution.
Another way of replenishing the disk-hole linking magnetic field is that the disk may launch a mass-loaded wind along the open flux tubes; due to the hoop stress of the toroidal magnetic field, the wind will be collimated along the axis. Now either because the material launched from the field lines near the axis might not reach the escape velocity (the effective potential maximum is located at relatively large distances near the axis), or because the hoop stress squeezes strongly at some point forcing matter to move both upward and downward, the material loaded on the near-axis field lines may turn around and fall into the black hole, dragging the field lines with it. This matter can pin some magnetic loops onto the black hole, and as it falls through the magnetic field, it causes dissipation and heating near the separatrix too.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have obtained simple axisymmetric models of a general relativistic, force-free field near a Kerr black hole, where there are flux tubes linking the hole and the disk (closed zone), confined by external open field from the disk. We find that the extent of the closed zone depends on the black hole spin as well as the pressure from the open field zone. Increasing the relative strength of the open field helps to confine the closed flux tubes, while increasing black hole spin typically induces stronger toroidal field on the closed flux tubes that pushes against the external confinement (consistent with Uzdensky 2005) . For a typical disk field flux distribution, the maximal extent of the closed zone decreases with the black hole spin, and can be about a few r g for high spins.
The disk-hole linking field lines can transport energy and angular momentum from the black hole to the disk or vice versa, depending on the relative angular velocity. For high spins, energy is extracted from the black hole. Assuming all this energy is deposited onto the disk and dissipated into heat there, we find that the thermal emissivity profile of the disk shows more concentration at the inner region than the standard disk.
The separatrix layer between the closed field zone and open field zone could be a potential site for dissipation, due to their interaction/competition in pressure balance. The stability and possible dissipation will be studied in a forthcoming publication using time dependent force-free simulations.
through one and only one light surface, which is just sufficient and necessary to constrain B T (ψ). One more condition is needed for a well defined problem: that is the boundary condition for ψ. Here the boundary conditions at θ = 0 and θ = π/2 are important; boundary conditions at the event horizon r = r H and infinity r = ∞ coincide with the regularity condition and turn out to be unimportant for the final solution. Systems like (A2) have been studied by a few authors before (e.g. Contopoulos et al. 1999; Uzdensky 2005; Timokhin 2006; Nathanail & Contopoulos 2014 ). Here we describe a simple but robust relaxation scheme we developed ourselves based on these previous work.
To proceed, we write Equation (A2) into the standard form of second order partial differential equations: K g rr ∂ 2 ψ ∂r 2 + g θθ ∂ 2 ψ ∂θ 2 + C r (r, θ, ω)ψ ,r + C θ (r, θ, ω)ψ ,θ = B T B T − (∇ψ) 2 ω (g tφ + ωg φφ ),
or Lψ = q, where L denotes the differential operator on the left hand side and q denotes the source term on the right hand side. The basic idea of solving this elliptic equation is to consider the following diffusion equation instead:
In practice we make the change of variable from r to x = r/(1 + r) so the infinity is brought back to x = 1. We discretize the equation on a uniformly spaced 2D x−θ grid, start with an initial trial solution, and use the successive overrelaxation method (Press et al. 1999) to let the solution evolve toward the final steady one. Since this is a nonlinear differential equation, the coefficient terms need to be updated every time step. For force-free field at large radii, sometimes a better non-linear solver is needed to ensure stability, for example, adding a midpoint in the time step could help a lot. Also due to the presence of the light surfaces, some additional care needs to be taken. Firstly, at the light surface, Equation (A2) breaks down, we use Equation (A4) instead. The way we do this is to first locate the light surface by linear interpolation on the grid (we find the radial location of the light surface for each θ), then replace the coefficient terms on the adjacent grid points with that of Equation (A4). Secondly, at every time step, we use the smoothness condition (A3) at the light surface to determine B T B T as a function of ψ. This is also done for each θ, which gives us a discrete list of B T B T value for each corresponding ψ. We then use a high order polynomial to fit B T B T as a function of ψ, and use this obtained functional form over the entire region in the next time step to calculate the coefficient terms. With these measures, the relaxation procedure can successfully converge to the steady state solution, if it does exist. This paper has been typeset from a T E X/L A T E X file prepared by the author.
